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ABSTRACT 
Around the turn of the millenium, Dudo of St.-Quentin, an 
ecclesiastic in the service of the Norman "Duke", was commissioned to 
write an account of the Viking invasion by the Duke's grandfather 
Rollo, who captured Rouen in the late ninth or early tenth century. 
That account has long been puzzle and an irritant to historians, for it 
has been shown to be factually unreliable where it can be checked 
against other sources. The irritation is all the greater because of 
the potential importance of the work, which is the only source we have 
about events in the tenth century within the area that was becoming 
Normandy. 
This paper argues that if the work is read as essentially a 
heroic epic, in which the pattern of events is the key to their 
significance and meaning, then the author is recounting a revealing 
story. Read as a work of art, Dudo's book concerns legitimacy: the 
God-bestowed legitimacy of the Rouen lineage of Viking chieftains now 
and forever -- and the legitimacy of those who have accepted the 
leadership of that lineage. These "acceptors" of Rouen, the pattern 
implies, are new invaders, of the mid-tenth century, who sealed their 
alliance with the earlier, and seriously threatened, group by a great 
marriage (followed by a series of marriages) that added the imperatives 
of kinship to the advantages of collective coordinated action. Dudo's 
"facts" about Rollo, the first, God-chosen leader, are, in this 
reading, mere embellishments to his eulogy of his own patrons' success 
in creating a proto-state, capable of providing safety and stability in 
the lands so recently conquered. 
Such a reading shifts the establishment of "Normandy" from the 
late ninth to the late tenth century, and introduces a principle of 
state-formation that can be tested in the more easily understood 
sources of the eleventh century, 
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The chronicler of tenth-century Normandy, Dudo of St.-Quentin, has 
a small reputation, all of it evil. This reputation has been the result 
of subjecting his text {entitled by its last editor de Moribus g 
Actis Primorum Normanniae Ducum)l to critical examination by scholars 
during the last hundred years. The admiring edition of 1865 by Jules 
Lair was followed by attack and defense in controversies that, as 
Professor David Douglas has rightly said, "have in the main produced an 
uneasy silence.,,2 In fact the matter has come to be settled against Dudo 
as an historical source for tenth-century Normandy. The culmination of 
the attacks may be found in over four hundred scathing pages by Henri 
Prentout, devoted to demonstrating the unreliability of Dudo's 
"facts.,,3 To quote Professor Douglas again, "the panegyric of the 
Norman dukes composed in the early years of the eleventh century by 
Dudo, canon of St.-Quentin, has been so discredited that Norman history 
in its first phase must now be explored with but scant reference to the 
book •••• ,,4 Recently David Bates has put it more strongly, claiming 
that modern studies "have consigned Dudo's opinions to an oblivion from 
which they will surely never return. ,,5 
Furthermore, an irritation has accompanied the discrediting of 
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Dudo as a writer of "objective" history: an irritation at the story 
or stories -- that he does tell, at his Latin style, his alternation of 
verse and prose, the very fact that the work is a panegyric. That it is 
an irritation felt by many who have never, or only selectively, read 
Dudo, is clear from the repetition of the jeer that the ridiculous 
toady pictures Richard the Fearless as preaching a sixteen-day, non-
stop sermon to convert pagan Vikings. Which is not at all what Dudo 
actually said. 6 And so it has not been noticed that Dudo's set-pieces 
are often in an elegantly rhythmical Latin, that the narrative is 
powerful, that it contains surely the earliest written Norse saga-
scenes. 7 Nor has it, I think, been remarked that the work is split, not 
only into the four books of M. Lair's edition, but into individual 
tales and episodes that, recited in the vernacular, would have filled 
an evening with absorbing excitement. Like his Icelandic contemporary 
Gunnlaug Ormstunga in the hall of Aethelred, Dudo was composing the 
tale of great chieftains of the North. Praise was expected from 
Gunnlaug, and so it was from Dudo by his patrons, the pagan-born lady 
Gunnor, and her sons, Count Richard and Archbishop Robert, presiding 
over a part-Norse, part-French hall at Rouen. Long ago C. E. Wright 
remarked regretfully that there must have been English sagas of the 
power of the Scandinavian, but they had remained oral and thus 
ephemeral. S In Dudo we have a Norse Norman saga contemporary with the 
manuscript of Beowulf. It remains untranslated and despised. 
I should like to propose that Dudo be reevaluated as "heroic" 
history.9 Further, I suggest that the work should be examined as 
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serving the interest of those who commissioned it: as being not only a 
writing-down of their tales for their entertainment, but as serving 
what might by called their historiography. I would argue that, viewed 
in this way, rather than as a reprehensibly unsuccessful attempt to set 
down facts, the pattern of Dudo's work tells us much about the Norman 
ruling chieftains of the late tenth century. 
Dudo was a canon of St.-Quentin when he was sent, he tells us, 
sometime between 987 and 994, on an embassy from the count of Vermandois to 
Richard I of Rouen. IO The two got on well, and without severing his 
connection with St-Quentin (of which he eventually became dean), Dudo 
resided frequently at Rouen from then on, serving Richard and his 
successor as a scribe, and receiving two benefices near Rouen. In the 
early 990s, the aging leader asked Dudo to write down the ways and 
events of the Norman land, and above all, the jura of his grandfather 
Rollo. 11 After Richard's death in 996, his two sons, Richard II and 
Archbishop Robert, begged Dudo to continue the work. 12 lie had two 
principal informants, in addition to the Frankish chronicles he used 
and misused. The first was Richard I's maternal half-brother and his 
most loyal supporter, Count Rodulf. Dudo specifically calls Rodulf the 
relator of his work. I3 The second was Richard's widow Gunnor, who by 
the evidence of charter-attestations was inferior only to her two 
ruling sons as warrantor and protector of the Normans. The work, then, 
was written at Rouen for the very inner circle of the ruling house, 
with Rodulf and Gunnor ("she of capacious memory and filled with a 
treasure-house of recollections")14 at the writer's elbow. 
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On the one side therefore, Dudo's work belongs to the "literature 
of house and kindred" in Karl Hauck's phrase, a genre only now coming 
to be studied in its own terms. 1S It is, in this, an aristocratic epic, a 
form popular among the tenth-century nobility: an epic of trials, 
tragedies, and of men proving themselves. 16 Yet this difficult work 
belongs to another, more northerly, literary tradition as well. Like 
Saxo Grammaticus later, Dudo was writing for a Norse warrior-class. 17 
He was in fact singing their victory-song. 
What Dudo's Norse patrons required of him, I would argue, was to 
produce a lineage-history that would be like the finest of the Norse 
sagas and heroic histories, a lineage-story that would be overlaid with 
a significant pattern. For the pattern is the real truth in the saga 
and the heroic tale. The pattern reveals the significance of the 
flowing, otherwise trivial, dance to the music of time, causing the 
gods, the men of the past and themselves to move in a kind of 
simultaneity of rhythm and destiny.lS Through Northern history of the 
Viking "heroic age" stalks Odin, the father of just vengeance, in the 
person of Saxo's old warrior Starkadr, calling generation after 
generation of war-chiefs to the old ways. He is there already 
in Beowulf as "the old spearman who remembers it a11.,,19 Gudrun and 
Kjartan of Laxdaela Saga cast enlarged shadows that are Brynhild and 
Sigurdr. In the analogue is significance. 
The "truth" of Northern, heroic history, then, was most deeply 
perceived through the significant cosmological pattern, and that 
pattern for both men and gods was perhaps most frequently the complex 
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one of vengeance, and of a permanent state of potential hostility and 
of competition among neighbors. 20 We have no reason at all to think that 
the Norse occupiers of Neustria in the tenth century had forgotten 
their heritage of saga and their demand for the significant pattern in 
the ephemera of their lives. Far from it. Whether one thinks of a 
Norman "myth," or sees Norman ducal chroniclers as telling a "history 
without an end," in Elizabeth van Houts' pretty phrase, the fact is 
that a fascination with themselves as preeminently significant was to 
make the Norman leaders continuing patrons of historians, jongle~rs 
and artists. 21 William of Jumieges, the author of the Encomium Emmae 
Reginae, William of Poitiers, the cartoonist and executants of the 
Bayeux Tapestry, Orderic Vitalis, Robert of Torigny, Master Wace, 
Stephen of Rouen are but a partial list that attests to the high 
quality and the rich mix of chronicle-history, biography, visual arts 
and poetry devoted to the commemoration of the Normans as they worked 
out their destiny. 
The moment at which Dudo stands is the moment at which the Norse 
in Neustria turned away from the particular patterns that had given 
their fathers' lives resonance. Saxo Grammaticus was in the future for 
the Danes, setting down the continuing "truth" of the Northern world: 
the truth that however honorable the men and however lovely the women 
of any day, the "reality" of history was the continual tension of 
insoluble moral dilemmas. What else in Saxo is more "true" than that 
feud and composition of feud as the principle of social peace and of 
relations with neighboring groups inevitably involves unbearable inner 
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conflicts of personal loyalties and loves? It is always Ingeld's fate 
to be called from peace-weaving to blood-vengeance. 22 Ingeld 
fascinated the North, whatever interpretation was put upon his 
character. 23 For his fate poses those problems in public action and 
personal morality that were indissolubly linked in the polities of the 
North, .where peace and security were the fragile achievements of 
kinship, clientage and the ever-present subtleties of the feud. The 
spirit of Starkadr walks between the lines of Anglo-Saxon legal codes 
that offer, but do not demand, the alternative of compensation to the 
injured kindred. 24 
Ingeld's miscalculation was to attempt to heal enmity too 
soon. And Ingeld is Finn, the leader who makes the same misjudgement, 
and he is Hengest as well, as he was every man negociating compensation 
for vengeance. 25 From Alcuin's day (and no doubt long before) to the 
copying of Beowulf, Ingeld's saga held men and women with the moving 
drama of its commemoration of the moral tensions that were the 
continuing reality of their world -- the tensions and conflicting 
loyalties upon which the "peace in the feud" depends. 26 
Ingeld had nothing to do with Christ, as Alcuin's rhetorical 
question pointed out. But Christ did not change Northern society's 
means of maintaining peace and security. Those means depended for 
centuries upon the willingness of a kindred or clientage-group to act 
as a vengeance group, and upon peace-weaving marriages that might 
produce a generation whose conflicting loyalties would allow the ashes 
of enmity to grow cold. 27 Such dependencies were fragile, and kept 
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Northern polities weak. Charity did not transform Ingeld's world. 
Change in authority-structures was more significant; and that meant a 
greater concentration of coercion, not of charity. The Beowulf-poet, 
copying that masterwork at just the time Dudo was writing his Norman 
saga was no doubt deeply Christian. But the anxieties of the feud were 
seldom far from his mind. They form one significant pattern in the 
epic. No less significant than Beowulf's death for his people is 
Wiglaf's denunciation of the warriors who failed him. For when it is 
known that they refused combat, from that moment their own fate will be 
sealed. All joy, all security will have passed away and they will 
wander homeless, their halls will burn and their women be enslaved.28 It 
is the burden of the dirge of the Geatish woman at Beowulf's funeral. 29 
For every group was faced by another with a cause for feud. The 
pattern of the North is Ingeld and the fragility of the "peace in the 
feud." 
But Dudo's pattern is a new one. The literate Frank gave his 
patrons an analogue of startling aptness and power. For Dudo's pattern 
for Hrolfr, progenitor of Richard's agnatic line, is Aeneas. 
Hrolfr, or Rollo, however is a particular kind of Aeneas, an 
Aeneas of the Vikings. He is no founder, but a rebuilder. He puts 
together what his predecessors have destroyed. Before him, youths had 
been forced from their homes in the North. Their fate is the repetition 
of a pattern: for Dudo makes the Danes descendants of Antenor, who, 
forced from his home after the devastation of Troy, made his way in 
violence to Illyricum with his war-band.30 Like their ancestor Antenor, 
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the early Vikings were expelled, and fell ferociously in their turn, 
upon others. With this early hint that Vikings and Trojans are one, 
and that not all their stories are of equal significance, Dudo briefly 
takes up the early Viking settlements in Neustria. They establish 
themselves first along the coasts, the better to raid safely. The 
Franks, unable to dislodge them, cede them land in the sense that they 
cease actively to defend it -- that is, without conferring a legitimacy 
of tenure. Such raiders neither build nor rebuild. They are 
deva stators. 
This is Dudo's Book One: the book of devastation. The second 
returns to Denmark and the young chieftain Rollo.31 Here we have one of 
Dudo's much-criticised "stupidities." For all other evidence points to 
Rollo as having a Norwegian origin.32 Dudo alone makes him a Dane. We 
shall note this, and return to it, for I intend later to suggest that 
it is a deliberate misidentification. For the moment, though, we will 
continue with Dudo and his account. 
Rollo fights in an honorable cause, but unsuccessfully, and is in 
his turn forced to set sail, a homeless wanderer.33 Yet in his voyaging 
he dreams God-inspired dreams. First he is commanded to go to England 
to lay there the foundation of that amity that in fact Richard II was 
working to achieve during the years when Dudo was writing34 More 
Aeneas-like perhaps, Rollo dreams of the peaceful polity he will found, 
when men of many kinds will flock to his leadership and, at his 
command, will live together in peace, harmony and security.35 First he 
must leave England. Like Aeneas in Carthage, he sees that his 
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destination lies elsewhere, that he must leave and build further on.36 He 
is even beset by a Virgilian tempest on his way.37 
Dudo is not pedantic or slavish in his use of Aeneas as the 
pattern for Rollo. The classical story is an analogue. Never does Dudo 
explicitly connect Rollo and Aeneas, though his imitation of the language of 
the Aeneid in this part of his work is an implicit connection. 
Moreover, if we read the tale as a work of art, rather than for the 
gobbets of "fact" it can be made to disgorge, the conclusion, I would 
argue, is inescapable: the Aeneid is the organizing principle of 
Rollo's saga.38 If this is true, then we must accept that the Aeneid 
was already a popular tale in the late tenth century. It was certainly 
known to Gunnor's daughter Emma: her own encomiast both knew it and 
understood what Virgil was doing in his poem -- that is, praising 
Augustus. 39 Certainly the parallel creates an emotional truth about 
Rollo's fate. To that emotional truth Dudo sacrificed the accuracy of 
the chieftain's individual skirmishes and raids. Those who blame him 
for not being an annalist should recall that he did not set out to be 
one, and that the saga of Aeneas was no cheap way to pattern for his 
patrons the early settlement of their line. 
Rollo and his Vikings attack the Flemish coast, and finally turn 
the prows of their longships up the Seine. In a passage of great power, 
Dudo describes their progress up the river. 40 They wonder at the beauty 
of the valley: the soil looks to be rich, they say, and well-forested. 
The streams abound with fish, the forests with game. But it is empty of 
fighters. We could take the place, they think. In the meantime the 
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country-folk, the poor and the petty traders of the region, have flocked 
to Rouen in fear of these new Vikings, to seek whatever help their 
bishop can give. 4l He alone remains, a shadow of Carolingian authority. 
He sends a plea that these new invaders allow peace to the city and to 
the farmers of the district. Rollo grants this, upon satisfying 
himself that only peasants and poor burghers -- the inerme 
vulgus -- remain.42 The condition of the city is deplorable. Blocks of 
once-worked stone lie scattered on the ground. Church structures are 
crumbling. The city walls have been broken through. Rollo looks at the 
poverty and the ruin, and he recalls his vision.43 Rouen, ~ know, is 
the city he is to rebuild, and the prosperity of Rouen trade is to be 
the very foundation of the ascendancy of his line over other Viking 
lineages. We see already the symbiosis between a protecting chieftain 
and commercial Rouen, in the first mention of its inopes mercatores. 
We know, we in the thriving Rouen of a hundred years later, that the 
mercatores have their own destiny: to grow rich, under the protection 
of Rollo's successors. Dudo was writing precisely in a Rouen made 
commercially active during the tenth century, as modern archaeology is 
demonstrating.44 He was writing during just the years in which Richard 
II offered his city as a haven for Scandinavian raiders, laden, of 
course, with Danegeld. In Normandy, the Rouen war-chieftain promised, 
Vikings would be as safe as in their own homes. 45 It was a brilliant 
policy, and it made Richard and Rouen wealthy, for the turn of the 
millenium was the very epoch of the huge Danegelds in England.46 The 
policy should remind us just how Scandinavian the Normans still were. 
And it surely justifies Dudo's emphasis on city and merchants as 
Rollo's destiny. 
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At Rouen then, the pattern has become clear to Dudo's audience. 
But Rollo's story is by no means over, for even heroes recalling 
visions do not necessarily, immediately, accept their destinies. And 
so it is not the Rollo of the wonderful first trip up the Seine, but a 
thoroughly beaten, tired leader and war-band who accept Frankish terms 
and retreat to the Rouen stretch of the Seine they are able to hold. 
Rouen is not only the achievement of the restorer-Viking. It is his 
succorer. Dudo may sacrifice much for his pattern of significance. 
But he is corroborated in his insistence upon the importance of Rouen, 
by the Frankish annalist Flodoard, who, under the year 925, speaks of 
Rollo as no more than chief of the Northmen in the neighborhood of 
Rouen. 47 Nothing more; yet nothing less. For Dudo's patrons, the counts 
of Rouen, rapidly spreading their authority westwards, the 
significant analogue was rightly Aeneas, and to have offered the 
analogue was no less than brilliant. 
And was it brilliant of his patrons to accept his offering? For if 
heroic history and literature deals with the significant structure of 
human life, and enlarges individual experience by superimposing upon 
the ephemeral, permanancies that are cosmological and mythological, then what 
was Aeneas to these Norse patrons in Rouen? Why did they abandon Ragnar 
Lodbroc and the eternal Odin-Starkadr?48 The earliest manuscript 
evidence does not suggest that they were commissioning a work to 
impress the Franks, for the manuscripts are largely confined to 
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eastern Normandy. Of course Dudo's patrons must have been considerably 
Gallicized, and Archbishop Robert must have received some classical 
education, to fit him for office. But one should not underestimate the 
cultural background -- Scandivanian, pagan and hostile to Franks --
of the brothers, of Gunnor, and of Count Rodulf.49 Were they merely 
barbarians dazzled by the classical light? 
I suggest an answer that is plausible at best. I think that 
the choice to abandon the analogues of their cultural inheritance was 
deliberate. To see what this might mean, we must look at the tale they 
appear, to me, to have wanted told. Interestingly enough they did not 
get (and therefore presumably did not want) an ancestor of heroic 
stature, of legendary victories. What they got (as had Augustus) was 
more importantly the man whose lineage had been chosen by God. Rollo's only 
function is, by being God's instrument, to legitimize his lineage's 
occupation of Upper Normandy, and whatever else it could get and keep. 
But, legitimize against what alternative? The manuscript tradition 
locates the earliest copies at Jumieges, Fecamp and St. Evroul, all 
abbeys of eastern Normandy.50 The story, then, was for the ruling line 
itself, and for the Norman war-leaders of the east. Certainly the 
Franks were hardly likely to be moved by the Vikings' divine mission to 
pinch their lands. 
Dudo's whole history, indeed, concentrates upon eastern Normandy. 
In the entire account of Rollo there is not one incident that shows him 
in control of any lands beyond the neighborhood of Rouen. His edict 
about theft is praised as bringing peace to the countryside, but the 
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example that demonstrates his authority is set only a few kilometers 
from the town, if M. Lair's identification is correct. 51 When the 
archbishop tells Rollo what churches there are in sua~, they are 
the cathedrals of Rouen, Bayeux, tvreux, and the abbeys of Mont.-St.-
Michel, St. Ouen and Jumieges -- all, save tvreux, on the Seine or the 
seacoast. 52 No mention is made of the inland cathedral of Lisieux, or of 
Avranches or Coutances in the west. 53 Even Bayeux appears to be "in his 
land," not because Rollo controls the Bessin, but because the 
war-leader who holds Bayeux is a close friend, possibly recognizing a 
subservience, but above all loyal to his interests and the fosterer of 
his son. Rollo and his son are pictured as raiding in Brittany, but if 
is not even implied that they went in any other way than in their 
longships. This is not the place to recontruct in detail the picture 
of "Normandy" conveyed by Dudo. We are concerned with the encomiast and 
his audience. And so it is significant that the Frankish grant to 
Rollo is so vague in Dudo's account, and the exercise of the 
chieftainship of Rollo and William Longsword is in fact depicted as so 
limited. 54 Dudo's tale is of a chieftain-lineage of eastern Normandy 
beset by hostile Francia, betrayed by Franks, but managing against all 
odds to survive. But the lineage lends legitimacy to those who hold 
lands in loyalty to it. 
One can make a case, further, that the legitimacy of Rollo's 
lineage was aimed at a particular, even identifiable, group: a new 
group of war-chiefs of Danish stock, whose bands (or whose fathers' 
bands) had effected a second taking of Upper Normandy in the mid-tenth 
century. Indeed, Dudo's pattern of the rule of Rollo's grandson, 
Richard I, can scarcely be explained in any other way. 
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The construction of Richard's life-story is bizarre by any 
interpretation. Dudo could easily pattern Aeneas onto Rollo, and 
picture his successor, William Longsword, as a martyr, for he was 
murdered at a parlay by a Frank, and that would qualify him for any 
Norman martyrology. But with Richard, Dudo seems to lose his grip. For 
a while, he seems to have Ascanius in mind, but Richard died in his 
sixties, and Ascanius would therefore be a strange pattern to emphasize 
the significant in his life. For most of the text, this great fighter 
remains a child. Anticipating the father's premature death, Dudo 
pictures the child as accepted as his father's successor by three 
faithful leaders. 55 The Norseness of the upbringing planned for the boy 
is insisted upon. Because in Rouen there is more French than Danish 
spoken, he will be reared by his godfather, the Bayeux war-chief, for 
Danish predominates there, and it will be necessary for a ruler to be 
capable of arguing-down his Danish followers. 56 Dudo is not 
emphasizing here the "cultured" Gallicisation of Rouen. Instead, he is 
reminding his audience of Richard's fitness to be the war-leader of men 
among whom leadership required qualities and skills far removed from 
those of value to a Frankish noble. Yet Richard is still very young when 
his father dies. He is brought back to Rouen, kidnapped by the Franks, 
rekidnapped, and Rouen is now left both to bring up its boy, and to 
protect him. The city has become his father. 
"Rotomage, tuus modo puer, 
Marchio jure potens tibi datus"S7 
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Little about the twenty years that followed is at all clear in 
Dudo's account. The Frankish king continues to harbor his determination 
to reconquer the land.S8 This plan is frustrated only by Richard's 
kinsman, the Danish king "Haigrold," sent for by the Northmannorum 
optimates of the district in order to protect the boy. Haigrold's 
response is to establish himself near modern Cabourg at the mouth of 
the Dives in central Normandy, from which he raids, and where he is 
joined propter amorem Ricardi pueri by pagan Danes from the Cotentin 
and Bayeux.S9 Just how this should have been of help we are not told. At 
any rate a tense parlay with the Franks, and an exciting battle, ensue. 
The Danes are triumphant. Louis D'Outremer, the Frankish king, is 
actually captured, and the boy is invested with the land in a 
triumphant scene.60 King Haigrold is poetically apostrophised as 
Richard's savior.6l Richard's situation, one might think, is now secure. 
He is promised, and eventually receives as wife, a noble Frank, the 
small daughter of Hugh Capet. Thus, Richard is portrayed as recognized 
by the Franks as the legitimate chieftain of the Norse Rouennais, or 
Count of Rouen, just as one prefers.62 
But Dudo emphasizes the continual hostility of the perfidious 
Franks, and in doing so, reveals the weakness of Richard's hold upon 
the land. In a scene set years after the investiture, Dudo puts into 
the mouth of Arnulf of Flanders a Norman version of a Frankish opinion: 
"Remember the evils and the injuries the Normans have treacherously 
brought upon you," Arnulf tells the king. "You will easily be able to 
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drive the lot of them from this land, for they are fearful and alien, 
and they are used to plundering upon the sea.,,63 This is 
remarkably unflattering in a panygeric. But if its function is to 
describe the Normans of Upper Normandy before the advent of a new and 
victorious group, and was written for that group, its aptness is 
striking. For it precedes the vivid account of the attack upon Rouen 
and the near-taking of the town by a Saxon army under Otto I, King 
Louis' brother-in-law.64 Some time after mid-century, Richard I's 
situation has indeed become desperate. The Franks retook Evreux, and 
could march unopposed to the left bank of the Seine near Rouen. 65 The 
inescapable picture is one in which the Norse could not control the 
land, and were safe only in the river-valleys, and on the rivers and 
the sea. And in this Dudo is borne out by the Frankish chronicler, 
Flodoard, as he is by the fact of a new Norse invasion. 66 
This new group is, I think, the key to Dudo's historiography. To 
fit his portrayal of Rouen leadership, they were Danes, sent for by 
Richard (as Danes had earlier been sent for by his guardians) to come 
to his aid against the Frankish threat. 67 But they were independent, 
and they established themselves upstream of Rouen, raiding from there 
into Frankish territory.68 They appear to have been no immediate threat 
to Rouen itself (indeed they probably sold their plunder there), but 
they saved Richard more by making a Frankish reconquest impossible, and 
by rendering the Frankish Vex in unlivable, than by acting under his 
orders. 69 That much is clear enough in Dudo's description of the 
settlement of 966. 
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By 966 the Franks were willing once more to recognize Richard as 
legitimate count. 70 But that legitimation is nothing in Dudo's epic. The 
great set-piece of the work is devoted to Richard's winning-over 
of the Danes to Christianity and to peaceful settlement of lands that 
he will assign them -- that is, to their acceptance of him as leader. 71 As 
the Franks watch in stupefaction the Norse style of negotiation, 
Richard and the Danes -- both plebs and majores ~ -- argue for many 
days without reaching agreement. 72 Richard then talks secretly at night 
with the majores, winning them over, by gifts and his Bayeux eloquence, 
to the acceptance of Christianity and to peaceful settlement under his 
chieftainship. Now, Richard and they argue with the crews, who wish to 
go on fighting and take Francia, for another nine (an epic ter tribus)73 
days. At last they too agree. Those who wish to settle will accept 
Christianity, and will accept their lands as beneficia "where they may 
dwell in peace" protected by Richard,74 Those who will accept neither 
Christ nor Richard, leave with rewards and good-will. 
Precisely at this point in the saga Gunnor appears. She is the 
daughter of "the most renowned of the Danish lineages," clever, well-
bred and rich in goods. She has already been joined to Richard in a 
non-Christian union. The Rouennais, conscious, says Dudo, of the 
importance of her noble line, urge Richard now to marry her in a 
Christian marriage. Their son will be a particularly acceptable and 
robust defender, having both a Danish father and mother. 75 
Here we must digress for a moment, for the place of the duchess 
Gunnor in an understanding of Dudo's historiography is the crux of our 
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argument. As Dudo presents Richard's saga, his pagan union with the 
daughter of a pagan Danish war-leader can be interpreted in no other 
way than as a peace-weaving marriage meant to link the chief leaders of 
two groups who wish to be formally allied because they are potential 
competitors and enemies. Such marriages were the norm of early 
medieval, particularly Germanic, "high politics," and the constant 
theme of heroic literature. Such a marriage is the theme of the Ingeld 
motif that so fascinated the North. Yet while scholars of literature 
should quickly grasp Gunnor's role, to modern historians nothing has 
seemed more to discredit Dudo than his identification of Gunnor as the 
daughter of a noble Danish leader. For Prentout, in fact, it 
discredited not only Dudo, but his editor, Jules Lair, who took such 
nonsense seriously. "Another author, older and better informed" (than M. 
Lair) had long since set us straight, Prentout says, on the origins of 
the duchess Gunnor. 76 He was referring to Robert of Torigny. In the 
mid-twelfth century Robert of Torigny added a number of interpolations 
to William of Jumieges' eleventh-century continuation of Dudo's Norman 
saga. 77 Some are genealogical, tracing great Anglo-Norman families back 
to a common origin in the parents of Gunnor. Robert then tells of the 
meeting of Richard and Gunnor, a story entirely uncorroborated by 
earlier or contemporary chroniclers. Gunnor was, says Robert, the 
sister of the beautiful wife of the duke's forester. Richard, seeing 
the wife, gave commands that she be brought that night to his bed. 
She, as virtuous as beautiful, escaped by the strategem of substituting 
her sister Gunnor, who so pleased the duke that ultimately he married 
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her. 78 Gunnor became the mother of Richard II, and from her siblings and 
nieces sprang the aristocracy of Normandy.79 Prentout, no man to swallow 
a story naively, conjectured that Gunnor was probably herself married 
at the time she took the place of her sister in the ducal bed. That 
would explain, he thought, the Church's opposition to her marriage with 
the duke. 80 Such "opposition," nowhere hinted at in medieval sources, and 
not cited by Prentout, was presumably his own inference from the 
account in both Dudo and Robert of Torigny that the marriage by 
Christian custom had been preceded by a wedding not celebrated in this 
manner -- something hardly surprising if her father were not yet a 
Christian. 
Robert of Torigny's romantic tale is a good one, and Prentout has 
been followed almost universally in preferring the account of the 
"better informed" twelfth-century interpolator to that of the 
contemporary but unreliable Dudo. The fact is that Robert's version 
has swept the field. Historians who mention the duchess at all have 
almost without exception accepted his account that she was a plebian 
concubine, and have been more than content to speak of the 
"advancement" of this low girl's low kin. 
Yet if there was ever a popular Indo-European folk-tale motif, it 
is this one. It is the famous "bed trick," or "clever wench" motif, 
found in remarkably similar tales in India, in Egypt and throughout 
Europe. 8l It was popular in the early Italian novella. 82 Bocaccio used 
it twice in the Decameron. 83 All's Well that Ends Well turns around the 
"bed-trick," and it was even attached to the countess of Oxford in 
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Shakespeare's day.84 A remarkably similar story was told by Goscelin de 
St. Bertin in the mid-eleventh century about the infatuated King Edgar. 
Saint Wulfhilde of Wilton and her equally beautiful but more 
accommodating cousin Wulfthryth. 85 It is thus older than its use by 
Robert of Torigny, and might have appealed to him on several grounds: 
it does account for Gunnor's parentage, clearly unknown in the twelfth 
century, and the "clever wench," who gets into the hero's bed by some 
trick, is invariably both wise and good. Presumably Robert's audience 
would have recognized that Gunnor had been meant to be a blessing in 
Richard's house. 
There can, however, be little question that Dudo was accurate about 
Gunnor. She must have been the child of a pagan war-leader, probably of 
the Cotentin. where her brother certainly had lands, said by him to be 
of his hereditas. Further, those lands lie bracketing St.-Sauveur-le-
Vicomte, the seat of power of the greatest line of Cotentin war-
leaders, that which in the eleventh century produced Niel vicecomes. 
It is difficult to believe that such a chieftain would allow any but 
close kin to occupy lands lying so strategically with his own. 86 This 
fits well with Dudo's description of Gunnor's status, and the fact that 
she later herself undertook the rebuilding of the cathedral of 
Coutances is further evidence of her property-rights, status and 
interest in the Cotentin. 87 Her age can even be deduced with some 
accuracy. Her son Robert was consecrated archbishop of Rauen in the 
late 980s. 88 He can therefore hardly have been born later than 970, and 
he was in all probability younger than his full brother, Richard, their 
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father's successor. Gunnor's daughter Emma was born in the 980s --
possibly as late as 990.89 Gunnor lived until at least 1031, long enough 
to see the future William the Conqueror out of early infancy.90 All of 
this fits very well with the conjecture that she was the daughter of a 
Viking chief, settled in eastern Normandy in the mid-tenth century. 
She must have been born around 950 (hardly earlier) and was twelve or 
so when her people began their occupation. By 966, when Richard made 
peace with the Franks, she had been given to him ~ danico, and was 
probably already the mother of the robustissimus boy. Chroniclers much 
later would still speak of her two sons as Gunnoridae,91 the 
Gunnorssons. In her son, her people and the Rouennais Norse had a ruler 
with loyalties to both groups. She is the embodiment of the triumph of 
which Dudo is writing. 
With this marriage, Dudo's interest in the great Rouen war-leader, 
he who earned the soubriquet "the Fearless," appears to end. He 
skips from the auspicious union, and the number of sons and daughters it 
produced, almost directly to Richard's deathbed and his nomination of his 
heir, Gunnor's son. Richard's story turns out to be the account of the 
reconquest of Upper Normandy by a new, Danish-descended group who 
settle among the Norsemen of the Seine, and accept the Rouen chieftain 
as their chieftain, sealing that acceptance by taking on his religion, 
and by giving him a peace-weaving wife from among their chiefs. It can 
hardly be a coincidence that the greater Norman aristocr,acy even two 
hundred years later, claimed kinship with Richard's line and with one 
another through their common descent from Gunnor, her brother, sisters 
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and nieces. Norse war-leaders of the late tenth century, not the late 
ninth, had at last won a land, and had bound themselves into an 
alliance through a series of marriages between the older occupiers and 
the newcomers. At first there must have been tensions, and probably 
fighting, between them, as the newcomers raided and subsequently 
settled. Indeed the Franks, who knew little about what went on in the 
territory, were aware of fighting between Viking groups.92 But the 
Frankish external threat had been enough to reconcile them to common 
effort, and they had sealed that reconciliation through the usual 
means, marriage. But in Normandy this principle of alliance through 
recognition of kinship had already, by Dudo's time, become something 
new: a principle of political unification, a recognition of 
leadership, of a potency unknown elsewhere in the Scandinavian world. 93 
And these warriors had been successful. Starkadr did not stalk their 
halls. The old pattern did not apply. 
It was for the children of these marriages a generation just 
taking their fathers' places -- that Dudo wrote. And Gunnor remained at 
his side as he wrote, she "of capacious memory and with a treasure-
house of recollections.,,94 And so his victory-song of the Norse Normans 
weaves two themes: the legitimacy of the male lineage, and its 
dependance upon alliance with the female lineage. No wonder 
Richard has no saga of his own. Gunnor was his achievement, and Gunnor 
and her sons, and their web of cousin-allies, needed nothing more. No 
wonder either that Dudo portrays Rollo as a Dane like Gunnor, instead 
of the Norwegian he more probably was: Richard's ancestry was remade 
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to suit better his position as a chieftain among Danes. No wonder Rollo 
and his son William Longsword are allowed only one son each. There was 
to be no uncertainty about the identity of Richard as God's chosen. 
This then, is what I take Dudo's pattern to have been: that the 
chieftains of Upper Normandy are legitimate holders of their lands by 
virtue of their fathers' acceptance of Richard's God and Richard's 
chieftainship. And that Richard's legitimacy, as against other 
chieftains lay in the Christian God's choice of Rollo and his line. 
It is the nearest the writer could come to the divine kingship of the 
early Middle Ages. The complex of alliances within the pattern of 
Dudo's narrative is an ebullient affirmation of legitimacy, security, 
loyalty and prosperity. The Christian God, Rouen, Rouen's Viking chief, 
and the newcoming Danes are bound together in promises given and 
promises fulfilled. These Norse live in the flow of time and yet 
significantly, for they partake of a divinely ordained destiny, through 
having chosen a leader, a settler of feud. The "chosen people" quality 
of the Normans did not begin, as has been suggested, with Orderic 
Vitalis,95 but at the turn of the millenium" with the now-despised Dudo of 
St.-Quentin. We do not learn "facts" from Dudo. But, listened 
to without irritation, he tells us great truths about how the Norse in 
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information that can reward a sensitive analysis of the historical 
myths of Scandinavian Britain. The evidence he uses is much more 
intractable than is Dudo, but it is the result of a comparable 
requirement that history be more than a chronicle of fact. 
49. Throughout his account of William Longsword, Dudo emphasizes the 
difficulty that being the son of a Frankish woman caused William. 
It is specifically said to have led to a rejection of his claim to 
chieftainship by a coalition of Scandinavian leaders. Their 
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has Frankish friends who will constitute a threat to themselves. 
Their messenger is instructed, Revertere celerius. die Willelmo 
ut exeat ~ moenibus civitatis hujus (Rouen), petatque Francos 
suos parentes citius. Dudo, pp. 187-189, esp. 189. Richard I's 
son is said to be particularly acceptable because he has Danish 
blood from both parents. Dudo, p. 289, and see below, n. 75. 
50. See Lair's introduction to Dudo pp. 105-111. Gerda C. Huisman, 
"Dudo of St.-Quentin" in Proceedings of the Battle Conference on 
Anglo-Norman Studies ~ 1983 ed. R. Allen Brown, forthcoming. 
51. Dudo, p. 192, n.h. 
52. Dudo, p. 171. 
53. Indeed, the bishops of Coutances resided in Rouen until circa 
1025, when Herbert II went half-way there, to St. Lo on the river 
Vireo Not until after 1049 did a bishop reside in Coutances. "De 
Statu", Gallia Christiana 11 Instrumenta, cols. 218-219. 
54. The grant is said to have been the land from the Andel.1e, or the 
Epte, to "the sea of the pagan peoples" (usque ad mare paganorum 
gentibus), pp. 166, 168. The river Andelle flows into the Seine a 
few kilometers east of Rouen, and between it and the Epte, further 
east, lay the great forest of Lyon. Thus it would seem that a 
wild no-man's-land was remembered as having been left between the 
territories in which the Norse and the Franks could feel 
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refer to anything from the coast of the ~ de Caux to the 
Cotentin. 
55. Dudo, pp. 202, 220-221. 
56. Dudo, pp. 221-222: fruens loguacitate Dacisca, eamgue discens 
tenaci memoria, ut gueat sermocinari profusius olim contra 
Dacigenas. This is inserted here to prepare the audience for the 
great set-piece of the argument between the Vikings and Richard 
later on. See below, n. 72. 
57. Dudo, p. 228. 
58. Dudo, pp. 234-235. 
59. Dudo, p. 240. 
60. Dudo, p. 240. Louis D'Outremer was captured in July, 945. 
Flodoard, p. 98. 
61. Dudo, pp. 245-246. The identity of this "Danish king" would be 
impossible to establish with certainty. He is unlikely to have 
been Harold Bluetooth, though the dates would not rule out the 
possibility. See H. R. Loyn (see n. 45 above), p. 70; Encomium 
pp. I-Ii. The most plausible identification is with a Harold portrayed 
by William of Jumieges as "king of the Danes at Cherbourg" , Jum. 
(see n. 44 above), p. 53. D. C. Douglas is probably quite correct 
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Time and the Hour, p. 100. 
62. Dudo, p. 250. 
63. Dudo, p. 252; Memor sis malorum et injuriae quae tibi Northmanni 
fraudulenter intulere: facile poteris eorum multitudinem ab ilIa 
terra delere. quia sunt formidolosi et advenae. solentque 
latrocinia in mari exercere. 
64. Dudo, pp. 253-263. Prentout (see n. 3 above), pp. 371-379, 
examines the sources for the historicity of this supposed seige, 
noting that Widukind of Corvey, the Saxon chronicler, alone among 
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Widukindi Monachi Corbeiensis Rerum Gestarum Saxonicarum libri 
tres, 5th ed., H. E. Lohmann and P. Hirsch, SRG (Hanover, 1935), 
65. Dudo, pp. 273-276. Flodoard puts this in 962. Annales, p. 153. 
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again to Heraldo Danorum regi -'- -'--'- mandans ut illi ocius 
succurat. paganorumque multitudine Francorum rabiem solo tenus 
comprimat, p. 65. 
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(arrondissement Mantes) to raid eastward, and Prentout, p. 385, 
who plausibly suggests that there were at this time a continuing 
series of Viking incursions into Normandy, accepts this picture of 
a group taken into Richard's service. Dudo, however, soon makes 
it very clear that they were not subject to his command. 
69. Dudo, p. 278. 
70. Dudo, pp. 276-282, esp. 281. 
71. Dudo, pp. 281-288. 
72. Dudo, p. 282. The argument goes on for bis duobus bis diebus 
octo, while the Praesules ~ ~~ et optimates Franciscae gent is 
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73. Dudo, p. 286. 
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exstet hujus. 
76. Prentout, pp. 390-391. 
77. William of Jumieges (see n. 44 above). Robert of Torigny's 
interpolations are on pp. 199-334 of Marx' edition. 
78. Ibid., pp. 322-323. William of Jumieges himself follows Dudo in 
calling Gunnor ex nobilissima Danorum prosapia ortam, p. 68. 
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descent from the duchess Gunnor's parents. See G. H. White, "The 
Sisters and Nieces of Gunnor, Duchess of Normandy", The 
Geneaologist 37 (1921), pp. 57-65, 128-132. 
80. Prentout, p. 391. 
81. W. W. Lawrence, Shakespeare's Problem Comedies (1931), pp. 32-54. 
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later career as wife of Cnutr that her grandfather was in all 
likelihood a pagan Viking of Danish ancestry. 
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Karl Leyser, Rule and Conflict in an Early Medieval Society: 
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